systolic stress and shortening fraction, namely, that myocardial stress at the end of systole and shortening fraction by the end of systole be simultaneously preserved near normal levels by the adaptation in normal hearts. Although similar hypotheses might appear to have been proposed in those previous studies referred to above, they are different from my present one in that the end-systolic stress and shortening fraction, both at a time, have never been paid a specific attention previously. Even when myocardium of different hearts has an identical force-length relationship curve, the end-systolic working points on the curve may not be identical in these hearts because a working point on the force-length curve can shift with afterload.9) The study of the end-systolic stress and shortening fraction will therefore reveal a more specific change of myocardial performance than the study only of the force-length relationship.
The purpose of the present study is to examine the validity of the above hypothesis over wide ranges of pressure and volume loads in hearts of a given and different animal species. A mathematical approach was used. From the present hypothesis, the end-diastolic volume, ventricular wall volume, wall volume to chamber volume ratio, and ejection fraction were calculated as a function of afterload pressure with end-systolic stress and shortening fraction as parameters. The deduced theoretical relationships between cardiac size and weight and pressure and volume loads were compared with actual data found in literature. The results supported the validity of the proposed hypothesis as a principle of normal heart adaptation.
METHODS
A thick wall sphere model of the left ventricle was used for simplicity of the mathematical treatment. This model, however simple, still keeps the essential features of the Laplace relation between ventricular pressure and wall force and the nonlinear relationship between ventricular volume and wall fiber length.10) The wall material was assumed to be incompressible, isotropic, and homogeneous, as usual. The wall is Vm (ml) in volume and Vin (Gm) in weight. End-diastolic internal volume is Ved (ml) and stroke volume SV (ml). Ventricular end-systolic afterload pressure is P (mmHg). A representative value for the wall stress at the equator at the end of systole, F (Gm/cm2), was assumed to be equal to the total wall force at the end of systole divided by the total cross-sectional area of the wall at the equator.
where G=1.36(Gm/cm2)/mmHg, converting pressure in mmHg into stress in Gm/ cm2. A representative value for the shortening fraction, S (dimensionless), i.e., the ratio of the amount of shortening by the end of systole to the end-diastolic (initial) length of ventricular wall muscle, was assumed to be the shortening fraction at the mid-wall and is given from geometry by M, M/D, and EF are increasing functions of P for any given set of S and F. D is a decreasing function of P for any given set of S and F. For a given P, all the indices vary markedly with changes in S and F. Although some different combinations of S and F may seem at a glance to have close relationship curves of M and D to P, a unique set of S and F does exist for a given set of M and D, as seen in Table I , which lists unique sets of S and F for different combinations of M and D at P=100 (mmHg). Fig. 2 plots experimental data observed in 9 different mammalian species from rats to horses.11) Since their data did not include P values, P's of individual animal species were supplied by other sources.12) In addition, normal children's data were plotted.13) Three theoretical curves for 3 appropriate sets of S and F were drawn in each plane. In all the planes, the data plots seem to follow a general trend of the theoretical relationship curves. Obviously, the ranges of S and F to be consistent with those observed M and D values are relatively narrow.
This observation strongly suggests that, regardless of the wide variety of animal species and the 2300 times difference in heart weight, S and F values are maintained within relatively narrow ranges, supporting the proposed hypothesis. Fig. 3 plots actual data observed in pressure and volume overloaded but compensated hearts of human adults and children as well as normal hearts.14)-16) Theoretical curves for an appropriate set of S and F were drawn in the 4 planes, fitting the data plots reasonably well. It was suggested that the heart adaptation to pressure and volume loads proceeded so as to maintain S and F at relatively constant levels regardless of the marked difference in heart size. Thus, the proposed hypothesis was again supported.
The working ranges of S and F of normal and adapting hearts were so far found to be 0.1-0.2 (dimensionless) and 60-160 (Gm/cm2), respectively, regardless of the wide variety of heart size and animal species. Thus, the universality of the constant S and F hypothesis in mammalian hearts is strongly supported. length relationship curves. The relatively constant S and F values on the same force-length relationship curves seem to indicate that mechanics of individual sarcomeres in different hearts are essentially the same. The constant S and F on the same force-length curve also have a specific meaning in myocardial energetics.
End-systolic F at shortening fraction of S=0.1-0.2 is about one half of the peak isometric force at a normal initial length.9) At such an end-systolic force, the efficiency of myocardial energy conversion to external mechanical work is near maximal.18) In other words, myocardium contracting with S=0.1-0.2 is consuming minimal energy for performing a required external mechanical work. Therefore, the constant S and F hypothesis seems even teleological for the economy of cardiac energy utilization.
An interesting application of the present consideration is an evaluation of myocardial diseases. As shown in This seemingly strange combination of S and F values is reasonable if the force-length relationship curve of unit mass of myocardium is suppres- sed, the shortening fraction is much reduced, and thereby the end-systolic F is compensated. In contrast, hypertrophic myopathy hearts are accompanied by a very high M and almost normal D, for which S and F are about 0.15 and 40 (Gm/cm2). This abnormal combination of S and F seems to correspond to a suppressed force-length relationship curve with almost normal S and thereby reduced F. M/D tends to be normal in failing hearts and congestive myopathy hearts. Thus, Ford's statement22) that Vm/Ved, which he named M/V and is equal to my M/D, can be used as a measure of myocardial disease is not always correct.
The above pathological cases suggested that, if a shift of the force-length relationship curve per unit mass of myocardium occurs with a change in contractility, changes in M and/or D always occur. On the other hand, when M and D are normal, the force-length relationship as well as the working point of the force and length on the curve, i.e., S and F, must be normal, too.
With all these considerations in mind, I would conclude that the principle of normal heart adaptation to pressure and volume loads is the preservation of the end-systolic stress and shortening fraction of myocardium in the wall of the heart.
A relatively constant M/D at a given P among normal hearts of different animal species is consistent with the well known similarity of the cardiac wall volume (or thickness) to chamber volume (or radius) proportion among them.23) However, it should be noted that a constant M/D value at a given P does not necessarily mean a unique set of S and F values. As seen in Table  I , a constant M/D value (e.g., 2/2, 3/3, 4/4) corresponds to different sets of S and F which are changing reciprocally.
EF is merely the reciprocal of D, independent of M. Therefore, EF per se is not uniquely related to a set of S and F. This point is worth attention in evaluation of EF as an index of contractility.
Consequently, the present theoretical considerations and results seem to serve for a better understanding of cardiac adaptation to loads in both normal and abnormal hearts not only of human adults but also of human children as well as different animal species. ACKNOWLEDGMENT I thank Dr. Ishio Ninomiya, Chairman of the Department, for his valuable comments on the manuscript.
